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ABSTRACT 
This paper deseribea the data acquisition system planned 

for the SLD detector which is being constructed for me with the 
SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). An exclusively FASTBUS front-
end system is used together with a VAX-based host system. 
While the volume of data, transferred doe* not challenge the 
band-width capacities of FASTBUS, extensive use hi made 
of the parallel processing eapablities allowed by FASTBUS to 
reduce the data to a shte which can be handled by the host 
system. The low repetition tsta of the SLC allows a relatively 
simple software-bated trigger, The principal components and 
overall architecture of the hardware and software are described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
SLD is a large solenoids! detector being constructed far use 

with the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), end is expected to be
gin operation In 1989. The detector will be used to study e +e~ 
collisions at energies up to 100 GeV, and is being designed to 
give 07% of fell solid angle coverage with good tracking resolu
tion, particle Identification, and electromagnetic and hadronic 
calorimetry. A schematic Cross section of one quadrant of the 
detector la shown In Fig. 1. The principal elements of the 
detector Include: 

• A vertex detector at a radius of 1-3 cm from the beam, 
consisting of 220 CCD chips, and a total of 50 million 
pixels with 22 0m spacing. 

• Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-768F005M. 

• A drift chamber system with approximately 8000 wires 
and an asimutha! resolution of leas than 1DD i«a. An 
axial resolution of lias than IS mm la obtained using 
charge division and U mrad Stereo. 

• A Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CHID) with both 
gas and liquid radiators. The axial coordinate of con-
vested photons la obtained from the drift, time of tha 
pfcotoetectrons to an array of BroprUenal wires at the 
ends of the detector; the radial coordinate is determined 
using charge division on the highly resistive wires; the 
aslmuthal coordinte Is determined by which of the ap
proximately 16,000 wires detected the electron. 

• A uranium - liquid argon calorimeter with two electro
magnetic and two hadronic sections arranged in projec
tive towers, containing a total of approximately 45,000 
channels. 

t An iron calorimeter used to supplement the 3-interaction-
lengtb liquid argon calorimeter) end to Identify noons. 
The iron calorimeter uses streamer tabes with approxi
mately 10,000 channels of pad analog readouts, and 
100,000 channels of strip digital readouts. 

The FASTBUS readout and trigger system, shown schsmat-
ically in Fig. 2, constats of three levels: 

• The lowest level consists of dataacquisition modules and, 
for each FASTBUS crate, a fast programmable processor 
(the SLAC Scanner Processor or SSP'), which is capable 
of communicating an both the crate and cable FASTBUS 
segments. This level is responsible for the readout of trig
ger information for each beam crossing, and its transmis
sion to the higher trigger level. For triggered events, all 
data are digitized, pedestal and gain corrections are ap
plied, empty channels are suprtssed, further data com
paction is performed where possible, and the data are 
transmitted to the higher alter level. System calibration 
and diagnostics are also performed at this level. 

• The trigger level uses several 8SP* to determine whether 
toll readout should continue, and serves as traffic man
ager for triggered events. This level operates at the 180 
Bs repetition rate of the SLC, and is required to reduce 
the rate of fully triggered events to a 1-3 B* rate which 
can be handled by the host computer, and for which 
deadtlmes at the aquisition level arc acceptable (the full 
digitisation time for triggered events b approximately B0 

» The altar level cessrista of • htm of anaevajmatelr 20 
FASTBUS Mkro-VAXen,' which ire used to separate 
physics events bom toe meetly background triggers. At 
least nlttally, all weals reachisg this level will be passed 
on to lbs) host cessasate, and hsjtsd. The* the lone-
tkm of this level hi simply to tog events for which full 
reconstruction is required, without losing the ability to 

r events classified as background when the filtering 
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Fig. 2. FASTBUS configuration. 

algorltbna an changed. This approach significantly reduces 
th« amount of omine ptoceaaing required and aho provides the 
online analysis, which m a t operate on a sampling basis, with 
Saga to identir/ trend of interest. 

2. THE StAC SCANNER PROCESSOR 1 (SSP) 
The SSF terra the dual functions of acting u a •poor-

man's Segment Interconnect" and aa a fast pronator. It is 
capable of acting aa meatier (or slave) on cither the crate or 
cable FASTBUS sugim nl However, it may only he attached 
to one aegment at any one time, and data paaaed through the 
SSP mint be buffered through ita memory (with SSP program 
intervention). 

Characteristics of the processor include: 
• A 32-bit integer cpn uaing 2001C bit-dice technology. 
• Emulation of the IBM System/STO itutruction n t with 

additional FASTBUS instructions. 
• 120 naec cycle time. 
• FASTBUS DS to DK or DK to t>S response lima of 90 

naec. 
• 31 Kword data memory (address lines available op to 128 

Kworda). 
• 4 Kword program memory (addressable to M Kworda). 
SLD will rely heavily upon the processing power of the 

SSPs in the event trigger, event readout, and lyitem calibra
tion, 

g. ACQUISITION MODULES 
Each of the 220 CCD china ia read ant in parallil, with 

each chip containing 385x678 pixels. Data are a decked oat 
of the CCDa at a rata of I pixel per 200 nsec (100 nice for the 
pixel shift and 100 naac far digitisation), A flash ADC sam
ples each aignil 4 times at 20 naec intervals for signal avenging 
and aubtrieli the resulting sum from that of the previous pixel 

for baseline supnasion. These digltixed signals are passed to 
a module which, working on several roan of data in a fast 
memory, applies thresholds and defines clutters of hit pixels. 
Addresses and pake heights for these pixels a n saved in a 
FASTBUS readable memory for readout by the SSP. 

The drift chambers and Cereskov Ring Imaging Detec
tors are read out using a wave form sampling module shown 
schematically in Fig. 3. Because the full digitization of the 
drift Th*"!*1** system requires approximately 30 msec, signals 
from each wire are first passed through an analog comparBtor 
and latched for use by the trigger system between oeamcnua-
ings. For full digitisation, the analog signals are sent to an 
Analog Memory Unit3'4 (AMU). The AMU is a custom VLSI 
chip containing 256 sample and hold circuits. Two AMU chips 
are multiplexed together for each wire for a total of 512 sam
ples, and data from a single wire are sampled by the AMUs 
at 7 nsae bitvaia (or SO nsec in the ease of the CRIDs), thus 
storing a complete 512 sample wave form for each wire. Ana
log data for 64 wires are then multiplexed front the AMUs to a 
single ADC which digitises the data at a 1 MB* rate. Pedestal 
subtractions and gun corrections are then applied to the dig
itised data. Finally, threshold logic supreme empty channel 
data before storing the remaining data in memory. This logic 
utilises a look ahead feature in order to eawe several additional 
samples before and after the leading and trailing edge thresh
olds so that the thresholds need not be set exceptionally low. 

Signals from the liquid argon calorimeter and the pads 
of the iron calorimeter are sent to a Calorimeter Data Unit 
(CDU), which ia an analog memory chip similar to the AMU. 
The CDU It arranged to make 4 time samples of 32 separate 
input channels, fat the SLD application, only 2 samples will 
be used: one at signal ir"lH"iTn and one just prior to beam 
crossing m order to measure the signal baseline. To gain dy
namic rang*, each signal Is split and measured with two differ
ent gains. The preamplifiers and the CDUl will be mounted 
in the detector in order to minimise cable plant. Analog data 
from 259 calorimeter channels (with 2 time samples x 2 g&hu 
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Fig. 3. Wave-form Sampling Module. 

for each channel) are multiplexed through a fiber optic link to 
an ADC on the FASTBUS acquisition board. The ADC dig
itizes data k . the CDUi at a 1 MHi rate, gain selection ii 
made, baseline and gain correction! are srpliedi and the data 
are stored in memory. Became the look-ahead feature used by 
the drift chamber system is more difficult to apply in three di
mensions, and because the quantity of data digitized Is smaller 
than in the drift chamber case, snpression of empty channels 
is not done by the acquisition boards but initsad b postponed 
to the SSP prouning stage. 

Signals frcm the iron calorimeter (trip readouts are dis
criminated and latched in shift registers located Inside the de
tector. The latched registers are read out serially at a 2 MHi 
rate and stored in memory in the FASTBUS acquisition mod
ules. Supression of empty channel data is performed by the 
SSP. 

4. EVENT TRIGGER 
The low 180 Hz repetition rate of the SLC allows a very 

simple trigger system Then compared to those of colliding ring 
detectors. The required reduction in trigger rate from ISO Hz 
to 1-2 Hz is much lees formidable than on circular machines, 
and the completely synchronous 5,5 msec between beam cross
ings allow Functions to be performed in software, without in
troducing dead-time, which would otherwise need to be done 
with hardware. 

Only the drift chamber and liquid argon calorimeter sys
tems are used in the trigger. On the drift chamber acqui
sition boards, signals bom each sense wire are discriminated 
and latched lor «ch beam crossing. Each layer of the drill 
chamber system is arranged in cells of sight wires. The 16 
latched bits of the 8 wins x 2 ends/wire of each cell are re
duced (using majority coincidence) to a single bit by the SSPs 
in the acquisition crates. This condensed information is then 
passed to an SSP at the trigger level which uses the data from 
all drift chamber crates to Identify candidate tracks. 

Signals from the calorimeter are completely digitised in 
approximately 1 msec for each beam crossing. The acquisi
tion boards apply pedestal subtraction and gain corrections 
for each channel and form energy sub-fumi in groups of 2ES 
duiuuns. This data Is compacted in the acqulslion crate SSPs 
by riiimnathig groups with energy subsume below threshold. 
The compacted data b then passed to an SBP at the trigger 
level which uses data from all cjuorbneter crs'es to form an 
energy trigger. 

Within the 5.5 msec between beam crossings, the KSfv . 
the trigger level make a decision to continue the event readout 
or to reset the system for the next beam crossing. 

5. EVENT READOUT 
Event readout at the acquisition crate level proceeds in two 

phases. Triggered events are fully digitised by the acquisition 
modules. This process requires approximately SO msec, and 
the data acquisition system b dead during tub time. The dig
itized data are buffered into the SSP memory In each crate 
where further processing b performed. This processing may 
require several hundred msec to complete. (For example, the 
drift chamber and CRID wave-form data must be reduced to 
leading edge time and integrated pubs height, with multi-hit 
resolution. The typical drift chamber crate will have to reduce 
approximately 500 such wave-forms per event.) However, if the 
SSP memory b expanded to 128 kwords, then several events 
may be buffered in the SSP. During event processing the SSP 
is intexraptabla and can process beam-crossin" trigger date-
Thus additional dead-time b incurred only if the SSP buffer 
memory 61b op. The SSP should easily he capable of buffering 
at least three events. For a 400 ms processing time and • Z 
Hz trigger rate, tbb would result in a deadtime of 2% in ad
dition tc> the 10% deadtime incurred by the acquisition boards 
themselves. 

Processed data from the acquisition level SSPs arc passed 
to a single FASTBUS Micro-VAX at the filter level, which per
forms further processing on the event as a whale. This pro
cessed event data b in tarn sent to the host computer where 
ii is logged and further analysed on a sampling basb. 

Table 1 shows estimates of the amount of data per event 
digitized by the acqubltlon boards, sent to the SSPs, and sent 
to the host. 

«. SYSTEM CALIBRATION 
Because each of the time bins of the AMUa must be sepa

rately calibrated, the parallel (by crate) processing power avail
able in the SSPs b an Important aspect of the calibration sys
tem. Each crate contains approximately MOJOOU AMU bias, 
and there are 3S audi crates in the system. The time bins 
are calibrated by apply DC leveb to the Inputs of the AMUs. 
Additionally a calibration pulser system win be used In each 
of the detector subsystems in order to calibrate the individual 
detector channeb through the preamplifiers. 



Table 1. Estimates of the amount of data per event digitxed 
by the acqulsttioB boards, pane J to tin? acquisition, tufa SSP, 
tad passed to the heft for detector subsystems. 

Subsystem Number of 
Crate* (Mbytes) 

SSP 
(Kbyte.) 

Heat 
(Kbytea) 

CCDe T SO 130 7T 
Drift Chamber 10 14 BOO 40 
CHID 24 n 50 20 
CaloTtanetei B 

40 
JU. .130-

810 
77 

100 

T. HOST PKOCESSOtt 
The boat processor system ie shown schematically In Fig. 

4. Principal dementi Include: 
• The front-end system of Micro-VAX computers previ

ously discussed. 
e A VAX 8600 chlitercd with a "AX 11/780, interfaced to 

FASTBUS u d CAMAC. 
• Primary and aecondary operator consoles. 
• Local and wtde>area networking. 
Although dimmed in a previoiu aectian on the FASTBUS 

acquisition system, the Micro-VAX system may legitimately be 
considered u part of the hoet procenor system. The software 
run In the MIcro-VAXen U Identical to that run for offline 
analysis (If the filtering algorithms change between the time the 
data is acquired and the time it is analysed offline). The Micro-
VAX real the same VMS operating system as the primary host 
computer, and the connection to ethernet allows programs to 
be run Interactively, so that these computers may also be used 
for diagnostic purposes. 

The primary operator console* consist of a terminal, touch 
panel, color graphic display, and a Micro-VAX computer 
connected to the host computer by ethernet. Additionally, 

secondary consoles, which are simply graphic terminals, emu
late the functions of the primary consoles. Then provide an 
inexpensive and readily available Interface to the online system 
from remote (either within or outside SLAC) (a Well as local 
locations. 

0. SOFTWARE AftCHHECTUItE 
The software architecture of the holt system la illustrated 

schematically in Fig. S. The system constats of a aeries of 
processes which constitute a mainline analysis and a set of Solo 
Control Programs (SCPs) which perform control and display 
functions and may be custom tailored for application specific 

The mainline analysis tasks run as batch (non-Interactive} 
processes, and perform analyses which, in the aheenea of Infi
nite computing power, cannot be duplicated by other consumer 
processes. The processes In Fig. 8 representing (he mainline 
analysis were chosen for purposes of illustration, and bear lit
tle rcaemblence to those which will ultimately be implemented. 
More important is the network structure required to support 
such a system. The network structure allows for future of
floading of analysis tasks to micro-processor farms, and allows 
the definition of alternate analysis paths for development or 
other special purpoeen, Any process (including the SCPs} may 
request a subset of event Information from any other process 
subject to event selection crltersa. Processes may also append 
data to an event. 

The SCPs use a touch-panel drives system adapted from 
that developed for the SLC control system.1 Any number of 
SCPs may be running concurrently, and not all SCPs need 
be identical. Code developed for the touch panel and display 
system provides a well denned separation between "system" 
and application code, and allows application code to be eas
ily attached to user defined touch panel buttons to provide 
for custom applications. In addition to having access to his
tograms and displays accumulated by the mainline analysis 
processes, the 5CP is capable of requesting single event infor
mation from these processes, allowing it to perform parasitic 
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Fig- 4. Host computer configuration. 
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Fig. 5. Hoit software architecture. 

analysis or to histogram standard quantities subject to cuts or 
selection criterea different from those of the mainline analysis. 
When mad from a primary operator contole, the SCP resides 
in the Micro-VAX rather than the hoat, resulting in liinifieant 
cpu savings in the host. The avallsbllty of inexpensive and 
portable secondary consoles allows the development of code by 
collaborating Institutions at remote sites. Such code can then 
be developed using a uniform control structure and can readily 
be Incorporated into the SLAC-bued system. 

Q. CURRENT STATUS 
To date, almost all of the data acquisition system effort 

has gone into the development of a CAMAC-bsned system for 
use in the SLAC teat beam facility, where testing of prototype 
equipment is being carried out. The software developed for this 
system may rightfully be considered a* prototype software ex
pected to evolve into the ultimate SLD operating system. The 
system uses a VAX 11/750 located at the test beam facility 
and a VAX I1/7S0 located in the central laboratory. The two 
computers communicate through a DECnet link. A single ac
quisition program runs on the 11/750 which logs data to tape 
and feeds SCFs which usually run on the 11/780. Provision is 
also made for a process which analyses PWC data cimmon to 
ail eubaytems, although the application code for this process 
has not yet been installed. Four independent detector subsys
tems are being tented, resulting in three custom tailored SCPB 
(the liquid argon and iron calorimeters are analysed together) 
which run independently of one another. The test beam system 
has been in operation for ahghtry more than one year, and the 
development emphasis b beginning to shift toward FABTBUS 
development and more formally SLD oriented software. 

A standardised FASTBUS workstation is being developed 
using a Mien-VAX computer and 10RFI interface. An lORFI 
driver for the revised FASTBUS Standard Routines* hi nearly 
complete. A VAX baaed IBM cross-assembler ha* beer de
veloped for use with SSPa, and an IBM baaed SSP transla
tor/linker originally developed by the SLAC Mirk II group 
hat bean adapted for « e on the VAX. Work k in progress on 
a VAX resident avmbdk debugger which ccermvnucatea with 
the SSP over FASTBUS. 

Several prototype CAMAC wave form sampling modules 
incorporating hybrid chips "-ntemlni 8 AMU* are currently 
being bench tested and are expected to be tested under real 
running conditions within a month. CDU chip* h m been fab
ricated and are currently being tested. Design of a hybrid cir
cuit for multiple CDTJa ia in progress. Production of the fist 
drift chamber FASTBUS baud la expected in approximately 
one year, and the first calorimeter FASTBUS hoard is expected 
shortly thereafter. 
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